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Books
- bname
- author
- year
- price

Order

Customers
- cid
- cname
- zpcod

Reachable At
- Phone
  - number

Lives At
- Address
  - state
  - city
  - street
Q2.

a)

b)

c)
Q3.

a)

CREATE VIEW CharactersPlayed (ActorName, ActorNationality, CharacterName, Year)  
AS SELECT A.name, A.nationality, S.character, M.year  
FROM Actors A, Movies M, StarsIn S  
WHERE A.actor_id = S.actor_id AND S.movie_id = M.movie_id;

b)

SELECT DISTINCT ActorNationality  
FROM CharactersPlayed  
WHERE CharacterName = 'Forrest Gump';

c)

SELECT Year, COUNT(DISTINCT ActorNationality)  
FROM CharactersPlayed  
GROUP BY Year;